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Se:ction L - On a scale of L (strongly agree) - 4 (strongly disagree), indicate your opinion of the
following statement and give a description, in as much detail as you can, of why.

I enjoy learning English. (Why/Why not?) |
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I want to talk about myself, my opinions and subjects which interest me in class.
( why/Why not?)
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I find focusing primarily on grammar useful. (Why/Why not?)
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I prefer to study a different grammar point every lesson. (Why/Why not?)
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Speaking and conversation are the most important aspects of learning English.
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$t's more important for me to speak English very accurately than very fluently.
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fl think making errors is an important part of learning a language.
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I feel confident speaking outside class, with native speakers. (why/why not?)
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I like working from a coursebook. (Why/Why not?)
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ll want to talk about topics that are in a coursebook. (why/why not?)
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I lake the teacher to follow a planned syllabus. (Why/Why not?)
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I preter to talk about Costa Rican current events than current events from other
countries.
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I like when the teacher provides lots of photocopies. (why/whv noiij
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What do you think is the best way to tearn English? Why?
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What frustrates you when learning a language?
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wny are you tearning English?
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